Abstract: Patient-centered medical homes (PCMHs) are the centerpiece of primary care transformation in the US. They are intended to improve care coordination and communication, enhance health care quality and patient experiences, and lower health care costs by linking patients to a physician-led interdisciplinary health care team. PCMHs are widely supported by health care associations, payers, and employers. Health care accreditation organizations have created performance measures that promote the adoption of PCMH core attributes. Public and private payers are increasingly providing incentives and bonuses related to performance measure status. Evidence-based prescription, medication adherence, medication use coordination, and systems to support medication safety are all necessary components of PCMHs. Pharmacists have unique knowledge and skills that can complement the care provided by other PCMH team members. Their experience in drug therapy assessments, medication therapy management, and population health has documented benefits, both in terms of patient health outcomes and health care costs. Through collaborative care, pharmacists can assist physicians and other prescribers in medication management and thus improve prescriber productivity and patient access to care. Pharmacists are engaged in PCMHs through both employment and contractual arrangements. While some pharmacists serve a unique PCMH, others work within practice networks that serve practices within a geographical area. Financial support for pharmacist-provided services includes university funding, external grant funding, payer reimbursement, and allocation of PCMH incentives and bonus funds. There is growing support for pharmacist integration into PCMHs; however, more convincing cost-effectiveness data, as well as performance measures requiring the unique skills of pharmacists, may be needed before pharmacist-provided PCMH services become more widely adopted. Given the continued evolution of the PCMH model of care, ongoing opportunities exist for pharmacists to create an optimal care model that is suitable for PCMHs and rewarding for their profession.
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Introduction

Even as US per capita health care expenditures remain the highest in the world, improvements in morbidity and mortality within the USA have not kept pace with other nations. In an attempt to rein in costs and improve outcomes, the USA is placing new emphasis on primary health care. New care models, coupled with performance measures and payment reform, have been introduced and health information technology adoption encouraged. While health care cost containment is a primary catalyst for these initiatives, the focus on primary care is also driven by quality of care concerns, health care demands from an aging population, and upward chronic disease trends.
Patient-centered medical homes (PCMHs) are the centerpiece of primary care transformation. PCMHs organize primary care to emphasize care coordination and communication to improve health care quality and lower costs. They seek to create a more satisfying health care experience by fostering partnerships between patients and their health care team. The PCMH care model has seven core attributes: 1) each patient should have a personal physician; 2) care is provided by a physician-led interdisciplinary team; 3) care has a whole-person orientation; 4) care is coordinated across the spectrum of health care services and settings; 5) quality and safety are consistently pursued through system-based and evidence-based approaches; 6) access to care is enhanced; and 7) payment processes recognize the added value of PCMH-provided care. The PCMH model relies on critical structural components, such as shared use of health information technology, process and outcome measurements to advance practice performance, established trusting relationships among providers and patients, and adequate financial reimbursement.

**Manuscript objectives**

Medication management is central to the core attributes of the PCMH model. This review will: 1) explore the pharmacist’s role within the PCMH model of care; and 2) describe potential delivery and payment structures for these services. Different perspectives surrounding pharmacists’ roles and medication management within PCMHs are presented to characterize the support and challenges to pharmacists' integration into PCMHs.

The core attributes of the PCMH model are well defined; however, the structure and processes by which to incorporate these into delivery systems is still quite fluid. While initial research indicates the value of PCMHs in improving quality of care, lowering health care costs, and improving patient experiences, the PCMH care model is largely unproven, with much of the supporting data coming from the evaluation of model components rather than the entire care model. The optimal team structures, processes of care, appropriate measurement matrices, and the effects of performance measures and payment strategies on access and quality of care are still unknown. It is within this evolving care model that pharmacists must determine how they can best contribute to improved patient health outcomes.

**History of the PCMH model**

The American Academy of Pediatrics initially advocated medical homes, in 1967, as a means to coordinate care for children with special needs. Over the years, other physician associations and the World Health Organization embraced the medical home concept. In 2001, the Institute of Medicine set forth a comprehensive framework for patient-centered care in its report “Crossing the Quality Chasm”. This report supported team-based primary care and urged health care practices to reengineer services to address patient needs and preferences for care delivery. It also advocated for evidence-based clinical decisions, integrated use of information technology, interdisciplinary professional education, and payment methods that supported PCMH core attributes.

The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 dramatically advanced the creation of a health technology infrastructure to support PCMHs, via incentive payments to physician practices for the establishment of electronic health records (EHRs). Key EHR adoption goals include improved coordination of care among health professionals and across settings of care, avoidance of duplicative care, and the ability to measure and evaluate care across populations.

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 further stimulated PCMH adoption by funding demonstration projects, such as the Comprehensive Primary Care Initiative, in which Medicare and private payers collaborated to support coordination of care through primary care providers. State Medicaid programs and private foundations funded similar efforts. Together, these projects developed policies and the infrastructure that support the PCMH concept.

However, the PCMH model would not be created or sustained unless payment reforms rewarded its adoption. As a foundation for payment reform, a national coalition of physician associations, employers, health plans, consumer groups, labor unions, and health care quality improvement organizations developed eligibility criteria for PCMH recognition. These criteria encourage medical practices to adopt the core attributes of the PCMH model. Health care accreditation associations, such as the National Committee for Quality Assurance, the Accreditation Association for Ambulatory Health Care (formerly known as the Utilization Review Accreditation Commission), and the Joint Commission adopted these criteria. Recognition gained through these programs paved the way for medical practices to receive bonuses and higher payment rates from private and public payers.

**Medication-related problems within PCMHs**

Adequate medication management is based on three principles: 1) evidence-based prescribing is a necessary
component of quality care; 2) medication adherence is essential for medication safety; and 3) coordination of medication use across settings of care is required for continuity of care. In the absence of adequate management, the burden of medication-related problems for health care costs and poor health outcomes is well recognized. Approximately $200 billion worth of expenditures were attributed to drug-related problems in 2000. For every $1.00 spent on drug cost nationally, $1.30 is spent managing drug adverse events. Medication nonadherence is associated with an estimated $100 billion in direct and indirect costs. Improper use of medications contributes to nearly 100,000 premature deaths each year. Of Medicare beneficiaries who take five or more medications for chronic conditions, one-third suffer an adverse event each year. The desire for improved medication management within PCMHs is illustrated by the development of performance measures that seek to increase evidence-based prescription and medication adherence.

### Pharmacist contributions to PCMHs

PCMHs are built upon interdisciplinary care teams composed of providers with complementary skills who work together to achieve shared goals related to patient care and outcomes. Given their drug therapy and medication management expertise, pharmacists are uniquely situated to complement the diagnostic expertise of prescribers. Pharmacists participate in patient medication management and/or in organizational policies and procedures, at a programmatic or system-wide level.

#### Quality and safety of care

Strong empiric evidence supporting pharmacist inclusion within PCMH teams comes from the extensive literature that documents positive patient health outcomes associated with pharmacists’ care (Table 1). Pharmacist drug therapy assessments can improve prescription appropriateness, increase medication adherence, and lower medication and/or health care costs. Medication therapy management (MTM) initiatives can also improve health outcomes (Table 2). The Asheville Project, one of the longest studied endeavors in pharmacist care, demonstrated the positive impact of community pharmacists’ care for patients with diabetes, asthma, hypertension, and/or dyslipidemia. One of the largest studies of collaborative pharmacist–physician care found a 20% relative increase (15% absolute increase) in the number of patients meeting therapeutic goals.

Numerous studies have also shown patient care and economic benefits when pharmacists were incorporated into team-based care. Medication out-of-pocket costs and employer costs for medications were lower for 128 patients undergoing a drug therapy assessment compared with a comparison group matched on sex and age. In the Asheville study, the employer return on investment was 4:1 for diabetes patients. For patients with asthma, pharmacists achieved a sixfold reduction in emergency department (ED) visits for asthma exacerbations. Significant cost savings per patient
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**Abbreviations:** CPA, collaborative practice arrangement; EHR, electronic health record; HEDIS, Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set; PCMH, patient-centered medical home.
Table 2 Medication therapy management components in the patient-centered medical home

- Creation of a comprehensive and accurate list of all currently prescribed medications, nonprescription medications, and dietary supplements
- Assessment of medications for appropriateness, efficacy, and safety
- Assessment of barriers to adherence, such as complex regimen and cost of therapy
- Creation of an individualized set of recommendations aimed at optimizing medication use and achieving therapeutic goals
- Communication of recommendations to the patient
- Provision of culturally appropriate patient education
- Documentation of the recommendation plan and communication to appropriate care providers

were realized, even after accounting for the cost of the pharmacist. Patients with hypertension and hyperlipidemia achieved sustained, significant clinical improvements that were associated with decreased cardiovascular events and related medical costs.\textsuperscript{34} The implementation of an outpatient program to manage deep vein thrombosis reported indirect cost savings through avoidance of 150 hospital admissions per year.\textsuperscript{35} Pharmacists offer a range of services and can improve medication management throughout given populations by contributing to provider medication policies and procedures (Table 3). Pharmacists also assist with health promotion programs, by increasing immunization rates or using EHRs and patient registries to identify those at risk for adverse drug reactions.\textsuperscript{42,43}

Table 3 Population health pharmacist services

- Design and/or provision of interventions to assist PCMHs in meeting performance measures
- Use of patient registry and performance data to identify patients not meeting treatment goals or not receiving evidence-based care
- Development of protocols and/or the adoption of national clinical practice guidelines to assist the PCMH in providing evidence-based care
- Development of policies and procedures for managing drug recalls and shortages
- Development of policies and procedures to address FDA medication alerts
- Reviews of high-risk medication risks
- Design and/or provision of educational interventions
- Design and/or provision of medication adherence interventions
- Design and/or provision of educational programs for PCMH staff to improve medication record keeping, medication education and monitoring efforts

Abbreviations: FDA, Food and Drug Administration; PCMH, patient-centered medical home.

Devine et al\textsuperscript{45} evaluated the efforts of two pharmacists employed in a community-based, multispecialty physician group practice. The pharmacists collaborated with physicians and clinic administrators to implement programs, and pharmacy and therapeutic committee policies that focused on evidence-based medicine, therapeutic interchange, and academic detailing. Direct cost savings from a generic drug switch initiative for antihypertensive medications resulted in a 71% generic drug use rate compared with the network average rate of 43%.

Coordination of care

Coordination of care is advocated within PCMHs to avoid duplication of services, thus lowering health care costs and improving safety. Coordination is largely dependent upon health information technology to share patient data across health care settings. Given their longstanding use of technology, pharmacists are uniquely qualified to assist with the design and functionality of e-prescription and medication records, clinical decision support software, and electronic alerts and reminders.

Appropriate coordination of care includes ensuring that medication prescription and use is appropriate as patients receive care from primary and specialty practitioners, and across settings of care. Medication records can be fragmented among multiple pharmacies and prescribers, and may not contain patient-selected nonprescription medicines and dietary supplements. One study reported that 78% of patients reported at least one discrepancy in their EHR medication records postvisit.\textsuperscript{46}

Pharmacists can work with PCMH teams to improve the accuracy and completeness of medication records. Adverse drug events affect 11% to 17% of patients during the first weeks after hospital discharge.\textsuperscript{47} Elderly patients, patients with impaired cognitive function, those with low health literacy, or those prescribed multiple medications appear to be at particular risk for adverse events.\textsuperscript{47} It is estimated that about 20% of all adverse drug events are due to poor communication at care transitions.\textsuperscript{48}

While pharmacists are well suited to reconciling medications,\textsuperscript{5,43,44,49} limited evidence exists that supports pharmacist inclusion in medication reconciliation services. In a family medicine clinic study of patients taking ten or more medications, Milone et al\textsuperscript{50} reported an average of 6.6 total discrepancies per patient, with about half noted to be clinically important. A 2009–2010 study of patients at high-risk for hospital readmission found that patients called by pharmacists had a statistically insignificant decline in readmission rates compared with those patients not called, resulting
in an estimated $1.5 million in annual savings. However, a program that included predischARGE pharmacist–patient consultations and telephone follow-up after discharge found no change in the number of clinically important medication errors or adverse drug events. In contrast, a review of eight congestive heart failure posthospital programs showed pharmacist interventions were associated with increased medication adherence and knowledge, fewer hospital readmissions, and lower death rates; however, study design limitations in some studies were noted.

Enhancing access to care
The new focus on primary care, coupled with the passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act to decrease financial barriers to care, will place additional demands on primary care providers at a time when the number of primary care physicians practicing and entering primary care is insufficient to meet the demand. Thus, integration of the PCMH team approach is one avenue to preserve patient access to care and increase physician productivity. Increased access to care and patient care productivity can be accomplished through the delegation of drug therapy optimization responsibilities from prescribers to pharmacists, via collaborative practice agreements. A collaborative agreement related to a refill authorization program showed that it saved physicians an average of 17 hours per month.

Pharmacist inclusion in PCMHs can enhance the convenience of care. Community pharmacist affiliations with PCMHs allow patients to receive services in convenient locations with extended hours of service. Telephonic pharmacist–patient interactions can also offer a convenient alternative to office visits. Weidman-Evans et al demonstrated positive impacts on glycemic control via a pharmacist-run telephonic service in a family medicine clinic that included education and insulin titrations. In the first year, the mean decrease in hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) was 1.55%, with the greatest reduction in HbA1c occurring within the first 3 months of enrollment.

The use of telemonitoring with pharmacist involvement has been shown to improve health outcomes for patients with diabetes, heart failure, hypertension, and asthma, as has the use of teleconferencing for adolescents using metered-dose inhalers.

Structural arrangements for the provision of pharmacist services
It is generally accepted that pharmacists provide valuable services that can assist PCMHs in managing complex medication regimens. Integration of such services, however, depends upon designing services so they are financially attractive for both primary care practice investment and for pharmacists.

A variety of structural arrangements for pharmacist engagement in PCMHs exist. Smith et al outlined the major integration models as: the PCMH employs a pharmacist as a clinical staff member; the PCMH shares financial responsibility for a university-supported pharmacist who provides clinical and teaching services; or the PCMH enters a contractual arrangement for shared pharmacist services. In the latter model, the pharmacist may be employed by a provider group, health system, payer, or pharmacy, and provide patient-specific and/or population health interventions to multiple practices. PCMH networks may receive services from a network of pharmacists, a specialty pharmacy, or other entities. The creation of group practice networks is an avenue for pharmacists aiming to meet the needs of populations that span a wide geographical area. Irrespective of the PCMH–pharmacist arrangement, patients may have an additional relationship with the pharmacist from whom they receive their prescriptions. Thus, multiple pharmacists may provide medication-related services to a patient, creating the need for coordination even within medication management efforts. Key to any arrangement is the need for coordination and communication among pharmacists, other health professionals, PCMH staff, and patients to preserve continuity of care.

Financial support for pharmacist services
PCMH–pharmacist arrangements often hinge upon the availability of resources to engage pharmacist services. Arrangements built upon university-subsidized faculty and/or pharmacy resident positions blend student teaching, community service, and scholarship responsibilities. Community-based demonstration projects, as well as safety net providers, have used external funding to defray start-up and staffing costs.

Pharmacies may offer services at varying revenue margins so that positive revenues are gained from a total package of services. Specialty pharmacies can link clinical services and product reimbursement to create partnerships with PCMHs. One community pharmacy–PCMH collaboration in Washington state offers a wide range of services ranging from prescriptions and medical equipment to refill authorization programs and disease-specific collaborative practice agreements. Other pharmacies incorporate software
technology or pharmacy technicians into service packages to create an overall package of care that has a favorable cost profile for purchasers. Pharmacy benefit managers, health plans, and insurers have also decreased costs on a per patient basis by offering targeted telephonic pharmacist services to large networks of medical practices.\(^6\) The use of multiple funding streams can create financial stability. One pharmacist group practice model that includes nine university-affiliated medical offices found financial support through blended resources gained from quality of care incentive payments, university financial support for teaching services, and private insurer compensation for selected pharmacist services.\(^6\) While many of these models are viewed as financially sustainable, the struggle and creative solutions assembled to achieve a system of financial support is evident.

**Perspectives on the role of pharmacists in PCMHs**

National pharmacist organizations consistently advocate for the inclusion of pharmacists as core team members within PCMHs. The American Pharmacists Association, the American Society of Health-System Pharmacists, the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, and the Pennsylvania Pharmacists Association have issued formal statements or position papers that support the role of pharmacists in PCMHs.\(^13,43,62,67,68\)

Pharmacists believe their integration into the PCMH team would assist medical practices in gaining PCMH recognition and in reaching performance targets or shared-savings goals offered by health plans or employer groups, by reducing unnecessary ED visits, specialty consults, and hospitalizations.\(^26\) Pharmacists also note that revenues from billed pharmacist services can add to PCMH revenues. Patient receipt of both face-to-face and telephonic pharmacist-provided medication management services has also led to positive patient satisfaction ratings.\(^30,69\)

While advocating for inclusion, pharmacists also debate their desired role in PCMHs. Pharmacists place a high value on being involved in direct patient care and having established relationships with other health providers.\(^70\) However, pharmacists struggle to structure service offerings so that they are professionally rewarding from a financial standpoint as well. Definition and creation of the ideal service or mix of services has proved elusive.

Pharmacists’ enthusiasm for integration into PCMHs is mirrored by a growing number of government-affiliated groups that have voiced support for pharmacist patient care services. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality mentions pharmacists as PCMH team members,\(^71\) the Centers for disease Control and Prevention (CDC) have outlined a role for pharmacists in PCMHs,\(^72\) and the US Public Health Services have documented the benefits of pharmacist services.\(^27\) The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services emphasis on MTM within the Medicare Part D program has created an avenue for pharmacists to gain recognition in medication management and to create new relationships with patients and physician practices. These organizations have a broad influence on health care policies and practices, and serve as guideposts for health care payment reforms. Their support of pharmacist services lays the foundation for creating opportunities for pharmacists to fully participate in PCMHs.

Since PCMH teams are physician-led, the medical profession’s perspective on pharmacists’ role is important. Physician support is a known enabler for establishment of pharmacist clinical service in ambulatory care settings.\(^73\) While medical association statements on PCMHs do not name pharmacists as essential interdisciplinary team members, the role of pharmacists in patient care is recognized by the profession.\(^61,74\) Furthermore, governmental agencies and health care coalition statements that include physician input have specifically mentioned pharmacists as valued team members.\(^71,72,75\)

Several studies evaluated physician views of pharmacists’ services and showed that they valued pharmacist participation in patient care.\(^70,76\) In addition, research has found that physicians accept 60% to 83% of recommendations communicated to them by pharmacists.\(^29,30\) While not directly endorsing pharmacists’ services, the American Medical Association did support the addition of billing codes related to MTM, which helped support integration of pharmacists into patient care.

However, physician concerns about the affordability of incorporating pharmacists into their teams and potential care fragmentation because of the involvement of an additional team member do exist.\(^61,74\) In recent years, the American Medical Association raised concerns about the expansion of pharmacists’ scope of practice.\(^77,78\) These concerns are significant since barriers at the national health policy level can hinder payment reforms that are critical for service sustainability. If and how this dichotomy of views is resolved will be key to defining the pharmacist’s role in PCMHs.

PCMHs have generally been indifferent to the inclusion of pharmacists within their interdisciplinary teams. Built from existing office staff, teams typically include a core group of physicians, nurses, medical assistants, and administrative
staff. New team additions have been driven by accreditation guidelines that require personnel with specialized functions related to care coordination and population management.

PCMHs are attentive to accreditation and performance measures; however, at this time, the fulfillment of these requirements does not necessitate investment in pharmacist services. The National Committee for Quality Assurance measures related to PCMH medication management call for the recording of medication use, assessment of medication effects, and the use of e-prescription software to check for drug interactions. Thus a practice may use e-prescription drug interaction software, and clinical decision support alerts, and employ a specially trained medical assistant or a patient navigator to ensure that the PCMH meets such criteria. The need and cost justification for the specific and nuanced drug therapy assessments and MTM services provided by pharmacists may not be readily apparent to PCMHs. Therefore, pharmacists are challenged to create a recognized and defined patient care or practice consultation role that demonstrates a unique contribution to PCMH excellence, in performance measures.

PCMH team structures are undoubtedly influenced by financial incentives. While payment reforms are neutral to the composition of the interdisciplinary team, the growing use of capitated payments incentivizes office practices to elevate the practice scope of lower-cost employees, such as medical assistants and patient navigators. For example, patient navigators may become responsible for maintaining medication records, while physicians shift chronic disease management to midlevel practitioners in order to care for more complex cases. Pharmacists tend to be more expensive and have a more limited scope of practice than nurse practitioners or physician assistants and thus need to have focused responsibilities in order to be cost-effective PCMH team members.

Efforts to convince PCMHs to purchase pharmacists’ services have had little uptake, perhaps due to limited resources as practices have invested in health information technology and other clinical transformation resources. In addition, while the majority of numerous demonstration projects and research studies show the benefit of MTM interventions, true experimental design studies are rare. A review of nearly 1,800 MTM publications found that only eight met selection criteria as randomized, controlled trials. A Cochrane review of the impact of pharmacist services indicated that the variances in study design complicated the ability to draw conclusions. In contrast, others have questioned the impact of pharmacist MTM interventions since most data have been derived from demonstration projects rather than ongoing “real-world” programs.

Need for future research
Critical questions related to the most cost-effective structure for the provision of pharmacist services within PCMHs need to be answered before pharmacists will be widely incorporated into this new model of care. Specifically, research into the cost effectiveness of pharmacist services compared with those of other lower-cost providers needs to be done. The relative benefits and costs of accessing pharmacists through services embedded in PCMHs versus services contracted within the medical home neighborhood must also be better understood. The patient characteristics that require the intense medication monitoring provided by clinical pharmacists need to be identified so that pharmacists’ services can be directed toward their most cost-effective position within the PCMH. Lastly, the types of research methodologies that are most informative for appropriate decision making need to be identified.

Conclusion
Pharmacists possess great potential for assisting medical practices to meet the core attributes of the PCMH model of care. The cost savings, quality of care, and access requirements placed upon PCMHs are likely to drive medical practices and health plans to consider new ways to deliver care. The relentless drive to improve quality of care is likely to demand more complex interventions that require greater expertise. These factors will result in the critical consideration of pharmacist contributions. To seize this opportunity, pharmacists must be prepared to offer medical homes a compelling patient care and economic rationale for purchasing their services.
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